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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a fast and reliable data
dissemination protocol Cascades to disseminate data from the
sink(base station) to all or a subset of nodes in a data col-
lection sensor network. Cascades makes use of the parent-
monitor-children analogy to ensure reliable dissemination.
Each node monitors whether or not its children have received
the broadcast messages through snooping children’s rebroad-
casts or waiting for explicit ACKs. If a node detects a gap in
its message sequences, it can fetch the missing messages from
its neighbours reactively. Cascades also considers many prac-
tical issues for field deployment, such as dynamic topology,
link/node failure, etc.. It therefore guarantees that a dissemi-
nated message from the sink will reach all intended receivers
and the dissemination is terminated in a short time period.
Notice that, all existing dissemination protocols either do not
guarantee reliability or do not terminate [1, 2], which does
not meet the requirement of real-time command control. We
conducted experiment evaluations in both TOSSIM simulator
and a sensor network testbed to compare Cascades with those
existing dissemination protocols in TinyOS sensor networks,
which show that Cascades achieves a higher degree of relia-
bility, lower communication cost, and less delivery delay. 1 2
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1. INTRODUCTION

Disseminating command and control information to nodes in
the network is often an important part of many sensor network
applications. The reliability and speed of data dissemina-
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tion are particularly important for real-time feedback-driven
sensing applications, such as precise agriculture and volcano
monitoring sensor web. Due to the important role that each
individual sensor node plays in the overall network opera-
tions, it is vital that all intended sensor nodes receive the
command and control information. Additionally, the data dis-
semination must be accomplished and terminated within an
acceptable time period determined by specific applications.
For instance, in a volcano monitoring application [3], science
agent software requires to change all seismic sensors’ sam-
pling rate from 100 Hz to 120 Hz. It is important that this
command should reach all target stations in allowed time pe-
riod. Network code image update is another important ap-
plication which demands reliable and fast data dissemination.
Several code propagation protocols, such as Deluge [1] and
Trickle [2], have been developed. However, as reported in
[4], although Deluge works in lab environment, it does not
work well in field deployment with sparse topology and can
not provide 100% reliable code propagation in a short time
period. It is based on gossip routing, which may result in long
convergence time particularly in sparse networks. Trickle
also has similar problems.

Data dissemination in wireless networks is achieved via each
node broadcasting the data to its neighbours, taking advan-
tage of the shared wireless medium. A naive approach of
broadcasting is blind flooding, in which each node is required
to rebroadcast a packet whenever the packet is received for
the first time. Blind flooding is therefore simple and easy
to be implemented. However, it is likely to generate many
redundant transmissions, which can cause severe broadcast
storm congestion. Furthermore, it cannot guarantee broadcast
reliability. Reliability of dissemination can be defined as the
percentage of all nodes that successfully receive the injected
packets [5]. Unreliable flooding can result in slow setup for
query-response applications, slow discovery of new routes, or
incomplete information for target tracking or signal process-
ing. And more importantly, unreliable data dissemination is
unacceptable in code update and user command & control
operations. Reliable unicast in wireless networks is often im-
plemented via link-layer ARQ (automatic repeat-request, of-
ten via RTS-CTS-data-ACK exchange) to guarantee packet
delivery. However, using unicast for data dissemination will
cause traffic implosion and low efficiency. Prior work has
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sought to improve broadcast reliability, either by reducing
sources of loss or providing broadcast retransmission. Exam-
ples of loss reduction include PHY-layer capture [6], MAC-
layer optimization [7–9], and application-layer jitter. These
approaches mitigate transmission collision, but can not pre-
vent packet loss completely, particularly when the topology
is sparse. We will discuss more related works in section 2.

In this paper, we present a fast and reliable data dissemination
protocol, named Cascades, for the sink-initiated data dissem-
ination. Cascades uses the parent-monitor-children analogy
to ensure 100% reliability. Each node monitors whether or
not its children have received each broadcast message through
implicit listening techniques (e.g., snoop child’s broadcast) or
explicit ACKs. If not, the parent will retransmit until con-
firmed. In addition, if a child node detects a gap in its packet
sequence, it can fetch quickly from any neighbour reactively.
Hence, it guarantees that a disseminated message from the
sink will reach all intended receivers in wireless network. We
conducted experiment evaluations in both TOSSIM simulator
and an indoor testbed by comparing to those popular dissem-
ination protocols in TinyOS sensor networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review recent research work on wireless broadcast in sensor
networks. In Section 3, we describe the proposed Cascades
protocol for reliable and fast data dissemination. We then
evaluate the system performance in Section 4. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS

Much research has been done on wireless broadcast in the
literature. Their major concerns include energy conservation
and reliability. RBP [10] aims at providing adaptive reliabil-
ity for broadcasts in varying network densities and improving
the end-to-end reliability of flooding. It is distributed in the
sense that every node makes its own decisions on retransmis-
sions without any global or hard state. However, it does not
offer 100% reliability guarantees. Other broadcast protocols
such as [11] focus on minimizing the energy consumption of
the nodes, through the minimization of the transmission cost
of each broadcast in order to prolong the lifetime of the entire
network. SmartGossip [12] is a probabilistic protocol that of-
fers broadcast service with low transmission cost. SmartGos-
sip automatically and adaptively adjusts transmission prob-
ability based on the underlying network topology. Its goal
was to minimize energy consumption by reducing redundant
transmissions. However, it cannot provide 100% reliability
neither.

Bayesian-Assisted Resource Discovery In Sensor Network,
BARD, [13], uses stochastic processes to model both the
searching and the routing components in the data dissemi-
nation process and it also uses prior history knowledge and
the characteristic configuration of diffusion to avoid unneces-
sary flooding of related queries. When historic information
is available, BARD is quickly and efficiently able to perform;

however, BARD is limited by traditional flooding techniques
when this information is not available. Spatiotemporal Mul-
ticasting or mobicast, [14], allows the delivery of messages
to a group of mobile destinations. In order to accomplish
their goals of delivering the data to a mobile destination, it
was necessary that the reliability constraints for mobicast be
reduced.

[9] classifies existing broadcast schemes into categories and
simulates a subset of each category, providing a condensed
but comprehensive side by side comparison. It determines the
strength and weakness of each type as well as the situation(s)
in which each type is most suitable. In [15], the author inves-
tigated and discovered tight bounds on both the broadcast ca-
pacity and the information diffusion rate in wireless networks
for both dense and extended populations. Θ(log(n)−

α
2 ) was

determined to be a lower bound of broadcast rate for a con-
tinuous data stream using a multi-hop implementation in ex-
tended networks. Furthermore, the authors also proved that
constant diffusion, Θ(1), of data is possible in both dense
and extended networks.

PSFQ (Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly) [16] is a reliable trans-
port protocol. It guarantees the reliability of downstream
transmissions by fast fetching packets from neighbouring
nodes after a packet sequence gap is detected. When loss
event is triggered, one NACK message will be broadcasted.
However, PSFQ requires the sink node inject messages into
network at a relative slow rate. The authors also indicate the
importance of hop-by-hop error recovery where loss detec-
tion and recovery should be limited to a small number of hops
(ideally one hop) due to the probability of losing packets ac-
cumulates exponentially with the number of hops.

GARUDA [17] uses Core-Recovery idea to implement reli-
able downstream data delivery. Some nodes in the network
play the role as loss recovery servers, and other non-core
nodes need to have one-hop connection with at least one core
nodes. GARUDA works in two-stage recovery: in the first
stage, downstream core nodes recover missing packets from
upstream core nodes when packet loss is detected; in the sec-
ond stage, non-core nodes recover missing packet from their
neighbour core nodes.

Trickle [2] uses a probabilistic or “gossiping” approach which
utilizes meta-data in order to discover and repair missing data.
Hence, theoretically, it eventually provides 100% reliabil-
ity. But it might take a long time to converge. Deluge [1]
builds off Trickle [2] and is the default code update protocol
in TinyOS. In Trickle, nodes stay up-to-date by occasionally
broadcasting a code summary to their neighbours. Trickle’s
key contribution is the use of suppression and dynamic ad-
justment of the broadcast rate to limit transmissions among
neighbouring nodes. While Trickle addresses single packet
dissemination, Deluge extends it to support large data objects.
However, according to [4], Deluge [1] is unable to provide re-
liable network programming in a field deployment.
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3. CASCADES PROTOCOL DESIGN

Sink-initiated data dissemination usually carries crucial com-
mand & control information or binary image code. Mean-
while packet loss could happen due to poor link quality or
transmission collision. Hence, it is necessary to ensure 100%
reliable delivery and the dissemination process should ter-
minate in acceptable time period. Otherwise, from a user
viewpoint, it is a system failure or even worse. For instance,
in a feedback-driven volcano monitoring sensor network [3],
the connected science model may generate control commands
to increase sampling rate of sensor nodes in real-time when
some monitored area becomes more active. Those feedback
commands have to be received by all expected sensor nodes
in the right order with reasonable delay bound. Motivated
by those needs from real systems, we designed the Cascades
protocol for reliable and fast data dissemination.

We assume that (1) the network traffic and link quality is dy-
namic (though nodes are not mobile). (2) communication
links could be asymmetric.The MAC protocol can be any ex-
isting MAC protocol as long as it supports broadcast. We
assume a data gathering routing protocol is available in the
system (such as MultihopLQI and Drain in TinyOS) and there
are continuous data flow from sensors to the sink. Each node
has the knowledge of its parent, and can learn its direct chil-
dren by tracking recent forwarded(upstream) packets. It is
possible that children set may be outdated if children switch
parents without notifications. As is shown in appendix and
theorem 1, Cascades has considered problems caused by dy-
namic topology. Cascades uses a topology management com-
ponent to detect and manage topology changes.

Cascades is designed for environment monitoring sensor net-
works to achieve following goals:

1. to ensure that all data segments are delivered to all the
intended receivers with 100% reliability;
2. to ensure that a broadcast session terminates in a reason-
able short time period, instead of gossiping forever [2];
3. to minimize the transmission cost for reliable packet deliv-
ery and the signalling overhead for missing packets detection
and recovery;
4. to operate correctly even in an environment where the ra-
dio link quality is very poor;
5. to operate reliably in practical system applications, where
nodes and java client software could die and restart, and there
may be multiple clients that inject data into the network.

The Cascades protocol ensures 100% reliability by imple-
menting parent-monitor-children analogy, and reactive fetch
mechanism [16] if there is gap in packet sequence, which
denotes missing packets. The parent-children relationship
is extracted from the data collection routing tree on the fly.
We also apply a update mechanism to update the relationship
and thus make Cascades resilient and responsive to dynamic
topology. When a sensor node forwards a packet for a child,
a counter for that child is set to a maximum value δ. When

the update timer fires, the counter is decreased by one. If δ
reaches 0, it removes the child from the children set. There is
a tradeoff between the responsiveness to topology change and
the protocol robustness. With a smaller δ, topology change
can be detected with a shorter latency. However, sometimes
a sensor node may fail to receive packets successfully from
a child for certain period due to network congestion. It is
observed from our test bed that sometimes some part of the
network is “frozen” for up to a few seconds because of high
contention. That is to say, no packets from the nodes in that
part of the network arrive at the sink during that period. We
choose δ = 6 seconds based on our experimental test.

The essential algorithm works as follows (see detailed
pseudo-code in the appendix):

1. For a non-leaf node u, it will send an ACK back to its
parent node, once it detects all intended children have re-
broadcasted the message (implicit ACK) or confirmed with
an explicit ACK; otherwise it retries periodically. If u is a
leaf node, it sends back ACK once a new message is received
or snooped.
2. If a node detects a gap in its received data sequence, it will
broadcast a request (e.g., NACK) message to notify its parent.

Each node rebroadcasts periodically until successful recep-
tion is confirmed by all intended children either through re-
broadcast or explicit ACK. Observant reader might wonder
what if there are asymmetric links: parent can not reach chil-
dren or children can not reach parent. Notice that, if this
happens permanently, a correct data gathering routing pro-
tocol shall have updated the data gathering tree due to failed
link layer acknowledgement. This is another reason why we
extract parent-children relationship from data gathering tree.
In our implementation, we have designed a TopologyMgmt
module which connects to routing module and learns the
knowledge of the parent and the children set. In addition, the
TopologyMgmt module snoops packets in neighbourhood,
discovers and maintains neighbour connectivity, hence it can
detect a node’s joining or leaving in short time period and no-
tify the routing and Cascades module. When Cascades mod-
ule is informed that a child node joins/leaves, it updates Cu.
If a node changes its parent, Cascades sends out a message to
notify the old parent.

On the other hand, Cascades protocol is a fast opportunistic
data dissemination protocol, which is as fast as flooding. The
broadcast flow does not completely depend on the data gath-
ering tree structure. A snooped new message from neighbor
nodes will be accepted and rebroadcasted if necessary. There-
fore, it is possible that a parent first hears new data from its
child, before it hears it from its parent. It speeds up the dis-
semination process. For example, in Figure 1, node a is the
parent of node b and f . However, node a’s data reaches node
b only, then b rebroadcasts the data to its neighbors (also as
an implicit ACK to node a). At the same time, node h re-
ceives data from node l (though l is not node h’s parent),
and rebroadcasts the data to its neighbors which includes par-
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ent node f . Additionally, due to the opportunistic dissem-
ination protocol, a non-leaf node may suppress its own re-
broadcasting as long as all of its children have ACKed ex-
plicitly or implicitly to reduce communication cost. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1, assume node a’s DATA does not reach f ,
but node h’s ACK and node g’s DATA have reached f , then
f sends an ACK to a without further re-broadcast. It is not
difficult to imagine that: the opportunistic design makes the
protocol not just faster, but also more robust as a node does
not only rely on its parent node to get disseminated data. If
the link reliability between a parent and child is temporarily
not good, it still has a good chance of getting the data from
some other neighbor nodes.

We described the algorithm details with pseudo-code in ap-
pendix for readers who are interested in implementing and
comparing. Some efficient approaches were utilized to speed
up dissemination and reduce communication cost. For exam-
ple, when node u receives a data message from node x, it adds
node x to u’s acked children set, even if x is not in u’s chil-
dren set. It will benefit when node x may become a child of
node u later, in which case adding x to u’s acked children set
in advance reduces some communication cost and increases
system robustness. Another example is: no matter whether u
is the parent of node x or not, node x will send ACK message
to u as long as it is in the unacked children set of u. This ACK
message, which indicates the current parent of x has changed,
will prevent node u from retrying forever.

Figure 1. Illustration of opportunistic broadcast flow in a
tree with Cascades protocol. The solid lines sketch the tree
structure, and the dashed lines shows the other network links.

Theorem 1: Cascades protocol provides 100% reliable data
dissemination service from the sink to the entire network.

Proof: The Cascades protocol achieves 100% reliabil-
ity by implementing the parent-monitor-children analogy. In
the data gathering tree, each node monitors whether or not
its children receive the disseminated data. Each child node
notifies its parent of successful reception through implicit or
explicit ACKs:

1. Implicit ACK. Parent node snoops packets from children.

If a child rebroadcasts the same disseminated packet, it im-
plicitly means that the child has received the packet.
2. Explicit ACK. If the parent failed to snoop the implicit
ACK, naturally, it will rebroadcast the data after the timeout
period. Then, the child must reply a short explicit ACK mes-
sage (if the child has previously received same data but it is
still in the parent’s un-acked children set).

As long as any child fails to ACK implicitly or explicitly, the
parent will rebroadcast periodically until every child has con-
firmed the reception. Hence, reliability is guaranteed as long
as the network is consistent.

Figure 2. Illustration of possible inconsistent parent-child
relationship during route update period.

However, it is possible that, a node switches parents during
a data dissemination session. Since each node maintains its
own parent and children set distributively, a pair of nodes
may have inconsistent information. For instance, as shown
in Figure 2, node b takes g as its child, but node g has already
switched parents from node b to node f . The possible incon-
sistencies can be classified as one or both of the following:

1. Case 1: Node g takes node f as its parent, but node f does
not take node g as its child.
2. Case 2: Node b takes node g as its child, but node g does
not take node b as its parent.

Cascades overcomes these inconsistencies by having each
node send a REQUEST message to its new parent for
missed data (if it exists) each time it switches parents. Thus,
the inconsistencies of Case 1 are mitigated since each child
explicitly asks for and is provided with missed data (if any
exists) from its new parent. Also, node f adds node g to its
children set at this point.

For Case 2, the only negative effect is that node b will retry
even though node g is not its child. In algorithm 1, node
b will terminate the retry after receiving ACK(seq, f) from
node g, as long as it happens. Node b then realizes that node
g has switched parents to node f , and removes node g from
its children set Cb. Notice that, as mentioned before, those
temporary parent-children inconsistency will also be solved
by the TopologyMgmt after a predefined time period. Hence,
even if there are temporary asymmetric links (e.g., child can-
not hear parent or parent cannot hear child), they will not retry
forever.

In summary, Cascades protocol can handle those inconsis-
tency robustly and provide 100% reliability.

In Cascades, we have not discussed how to choose appropri-
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ate time interval to accelerate the dissemination speed and
minimize communication cost at the same time without sac-
rifice of reliability. In Algorithm 1, dtwait is a parent node’s
wait time interval for its children implicit or explicit acknowl-
edgements before broadcasting the message again. If dtwait

is too large, the data dissemination rate will be slow. On the
other hand, if dtwait is too small, it will cause significant
broadcast congestion, waste bandwidth and degrade the dis-
semination rate due to collisions. Our solution is to let dtwait

be adaptive to the network situations. We redefine the depen-
dency in [12] by time-dependency to help decide the value of
dtwait.

If node x receives a new packet i from some non-parent nodes
before receiving the packet i from its parent, node x will de-
crease its dependency on its parent by value α. After receiv-
ing packet i from its parent, node x will start a timer with
interval t. Node x will also decrease its dependency on its
parent by value β if it receives packet i from some non-parent
nodes within t time period. When timer fires, node x rebroad-
cast the packet i and keep dependency value unchanged until
next new packet’s arrival. In our implementation, α is 10
and β is 5, the maximum and minimum dependency value is
60 and 0. The parent node decides dtwait based on the de-
pendency value from its children : dtwait = 100 - (highest
dependency value of children) in millisecond unit.

Practical Issues Considerations

It is possible that there are multiple user clients on Internet
that are authorized to send control commands to the sensor
network. In order to solve such a race condition and guar-
antee the consistency of command sequence number incre-
ment, the command sequence number should be set just be-
fore commands are injected into the network. In our im-
plementation, the problem has been solved by an add-on in
the SerialForwarder program in TinyOS. SerialForwarder for-
wards network packets to the Ethernet and distributes com-
mands for multiple clients to the sensor network. Hence, we
maintain the sequence number of Cascades message in Serial-
Forwarder, instead of clients, and keep command and control
message’s sequence number increase consistently.

In a real sensor network deployment, the sensor node and java
client software can die and restart by watchdog or user. Like
TCP protocol, to guarantee reliability, Cascades has to deal
with connectivity management and sequence number syn-
chronization issues. However, unlike TCP which is for one-
to-one reliable connection, Cascades is designed for one-to-
many communication. The connectivity management for se-
quence number synchronization in one-to-many communica-
tion is expensive and difficult, if not impossible.

In our volcano monitor sensor network system, Cascades
component resets its sequence number to 0 if it is idle for 10
minutes. With this mechanism in place, even if the nodes lost
synchronization, they can re-synchronize the sequence num-

ber in 10 minutes. Then, if a node with sequence number 0
receives a command with larger sequence number, they will
adjust its sequence number to this larger sequence number
and synchronize with the SerialForwarder.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 3. Cascades implementation in TinyOS.

We conducted simulation in network simulator (TOSSIM
[18]) to evaluate its efficiency and scalability, as well as ex-
periments in a real sensor network testbed to evaluate its ro-
bustness and reliability.

We evaluated the performance by running the Surge applica-
tion in TinyOS. Surge is a multi-hop data collection applica-
tion, based on a simple distance-vector routing protocol Mul-
tiHopLQI. Each node periodically generates data packets and
delivers them to a gateway, hence the data flow forms a tree-
like topology rooted at the gateway. TopologyMgmt module
maintains the neighborhood connectivity and parent-children
information by leveraging MultiHopLQI. As is illustrated in
Figure 3, CascadesM is the main module for Cascades: all
broadcast data packets and control packets are processed in
this module; GeneriComm is link layer component that con-
nects CascadesM to the default CSMA-based MAC protocol.

In our simulation, the Surge application generated and trans-
mitted one data packet every second. This simulated the real
situation that upstream data packets will compete bandwidth
with downstream broadcasting packets. The sink node in-
jected one packet into the network every τ time interval. We
compared the performance of Cascades to Drip. Drip, based
on Trickle [2], is a transport-layer component in TinyOS
for epidemically disseminating messages throughout the net-
work. After sending a message, Drip will continuously re-
transmit to ensure that it eventually reaches all expected node
in the network. In Drip a node delays its own transmission
after receiving duplicate packets from neighbouring nodes.

The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance
of Cascades Protocol:

1. Reliability, which measures the number of received pack-
ets to the number of sink-injected packets in different time
checking points. Time checking point is the time when the
number of received packets is examined. ri is the number of
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received packets in node i. At each time checking point, the

reliability is defined as
PN−1
i=1 ri

(N−1)·M . N is the number of nodes in
the network and M is the number of injected packets. When
measuring the reliability we do not count in the sink node, so
the desired total received packets number is (N − 1) ·M .
2. Hop Delay, which measures the average time elapsed for
each packet from the injection in the sink node until the re-
ception in each node in different hops. Tr[i][j] is the re-
ception time in node i for packet j, and Ts[j] is the injec-
tion time in sink node for packet j. The average latency

Td[i] in node i is
PM
j=1 Tr[i][j]−Ts[j]

M . If a packet is lost, the
delay for this packet is set to τ , which is the packet in-
jection interval. So the latency in hop m is measured by
Hd[m] =

P
Td[i]

number of nodes in hop m .
3. Communication Cost, the total number of broadcast trans-
missions used for reliable dissemination in the network,
which is

∑N
i=0 si. N is the number of nodes in the network

and si is the number of broadcast transmissions in node i.
Communication cost also denotes the energy consumption in
the network.

Simulation result on TOSSIM

Figure 4. Communication cost in different network densi-
ties. X axis is the number of nodes and Y axis is the number
of all broadcast data packets. The number of nodes changes
from 16 to 64, sink injected packets number M = 100,
τ = 2000 ms.

Communication Cost—We measured the communication cost
with varying network density by increasing the number of
nodes in a space of dimensions 450 m× 450 m. From Figure
4, we can see that Cascades achieves lower communication
cost in both sparse and dense networks: In low density net-
work (nodes number is 16), Drip sent 2516 packets to guaran-
tee 100% reliability while it only cost Cascades 1573 packets,
62.5% of the cost of Drip. When nodes number increases to
64, the communication cost is 4178 for Cascades and 4753
for Drip to achieve 100% reliability.

Reliability—In the simulation, the reliability of Cascades al-
most aligns with that of Drip when injected interval τ is

2000ms and the two protocols can converge soon after sink
finished injecting. However, Drip cannot guarantee the reli-
ability with short injected interval(τ = 400ms), as is shown
in Figure 5. However, with such short injected interval, Cas-
cades still can achieve 100% reliability while we need to ex-
tend the injected interval τ to 550ms to make Drip achieve
the same result. Two main reasons may lead to this result:
1)In Cascades, we allocate four message buffer entries for
caching. The message cache in Cascades helps to recover
message sequence gap. 2) Collision reduction schemes in
Cascades guarantee a higher probability of message recep-
tion.

Figure 5. Reliability in different checking time points. X
axis is checking time points in second unit and Y axis is reli-
ability. Number of nodes is 64; sink injected packets number
M = 100, τ = 400 ms .

Figure 6. Latency in different hops. X axis is hop count and
Y axis is time delay in millisecond unit. Number of nodes
is 16; the number of injected packets from sink M = 100;
τ = 2000 ms.

Hop Latency—Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the hop latency
in dense network (16 nodes) and sparse network (64 nodes)
respectively. In sparse network the hop latency of Cascades
and Drip is almost the same, but the communication cost of
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Figure 7. Latency in different hops. X axis is hop count and
Y axis is delay time in millisecond unit. Number of nodes is
64, sink injected packets number M = 100, τ = 2000 ms.

Cascades is much lower than Drip, as is illustrated in Figure
4. With the increment of network density, the hop latency of
Cascades falls below that of Drip. The last hop latency de-
cides the convergence speed of the broadcasting protocol. In
Figure 8, we present the average last hop latency of Drip and
Cascades. Similar to above discussion, the last hop latency
of Cascades was less than that of Drip as we increased the
network density. Though the adaptive dtwait and changing of
DTC[seq] in our implementation discussed previously help
to reduce the communication cost and speed up the dissem-
ination, we still leave this as an open problem to investigate
how to choose those parameters that affect dtwait.

Testbed Experiment Results

We did empirical experiments on an indoor sensor network
testbed of 15 Micaz motes. The CC2420 radio power of Mi-
caz was set to power level 2 to form a multi-hop network.
In the testbed experiment we also compared the performance
of Cascades to Bcast which is a blind-flooding protocol: all
the nodes in the network will rebroadcast after receiving a
packet with a sequence number different from that of the last
received packet. There is no retry timer applied in Bcast. Our
testbed experiment shows that Cascades performs better than
both Drip(gossip based broadcast protocol) and Bcast (blind
flooding broadcast protocol) in all three aspects: reliability,
communication cost, and delivery delay.

Reliability—From Figure 9 we can see that the average re-
liability of Cascades is 100% while that of Drip is only
95.1%. Noticed that, in TOSSIM simulation, both Cascades
and Drip can achieve reliability with 2000 ms injected in-
terval. The performance of Drip and Cascades is similar in
most of time(the slopes are the same), but after losing sev-
eral packets, the reliability of Drip falls a little. Such packet
lost could be explained as: in some cases, Drip cannot guar-
antee all nodes in the network to receive sink-injected packet
within τ period, which is 2000 ms in our experiment. Though
such event does not always happen, from user’s perspective,

Figure 8. Last hop latency changing with density. X axis is
the number of nodes and Y axis is latency in millisecond unit.
Number of nodes is 64; the number of injected packets from
sink M = 100; τ = 2000 ms.

Figure 9. Reliability in different checking time points -
testbed result. X axis is checking time points in second unit,
Y axis is reliability. Number of nodes is 15, sink injected
packets number M=100, τ = 2000 ms.

it could be viewed as a temporary system failure. Bcast only
achieves 79.4% reliability.

Communication Cost—In the experiment, it only costs Cas-
cades 810 packets to converge while 1917 packets for Drip.
For each node, the average number of broadcast packets is 54
for Cascades, 72.4 for Bcast and 127.8 for Drip. That means
although Cascades uses retry timer for loss recovery, its com-
munication cost is still lower than Bcast which is lack of retry.
This is because Cascades exploits the benefits of opportunis-
tic broadcast. Figure 10 illustrates the communication cost
with varying time.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a reliable dissemination routing
protocol, called Cascades, to disseminate data from the sink
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Figure 10. Communication cost in different checking time
points - testbed result. X axis is checking time points in sec-
ond unit and Y axis is the number of broadcast data packets.
Number of nodes is 15, sink injected packets numberM=100,
τ =2000 ms.

to all or a subset of the nodes in a short time period. Cas-
cades utilizes the parent-children relationship to ensure truly
100% reliable dissemination. Each (parent) node monitors
whether or not its children have received the broadcast mes-
sages through implicit listening (e.g., snoop child’s broad-
cast) or explicit ACKs. Hence, it guarantees that a dissem-
inated message from the sink will reach all of the intended
receivers in the network. On the other hand, it is also an
opportunistic broadcast protocol and the dissemination flow
does not depend on the data gathering tree structure, and the
path is not deterministic. Opportunistic broacast speeds up
the dissemination process and increases the system scalabil-
ity and robustness.

APPENDIX

We first describe the notations of data structures, messages
and functions in algorithm 1.

1. Data Structures
(a) Cu denotes the set of children nodes of node u in the

sink tree. It will be updated by the TopologyMgmt module if
the connectivity changes.
(b) Cu[seq] denotes the subset of children of node u, who

have explicitly or implicitly acked the DATA(seq, ∗). Ini-
tially, Cu[seq] = φ. Notice that Cu[seq] may not necessarily
be the subset of Cu during the topology update period.

(c) C−u [seq] denotes the set of children whose subtree con-
tains the intended receiver but have not acknowledged the
DATA(seq, ∗). In broadcast routing, C−u [seq] = Cu −
Cu[seq], i.e., the set of nodes in Cu, but not in Cu[seq].
(d) dtwait is the wait time interval for all children’s implicit

or explicit acknowledgements.
(e) rtwait is the time interval of waiting for the new parent’s

transmission of missed messages during topology update.
(f) expectingSeq is the next-in-order sequence of data that
u is expecting. Initially, it is 1.

(g) highestSeq is the highest sequence of data that u
has received. Notice that highestSeq may not equal to
expectingSeq − 1 if there is a gap in data. Initially, it is
0.
(h) DT [seq] is the data rebroadcast timer ofDATA(seq, ∗).
(i) RT is the data request timer to ask the new parent to

send missed data (if any), after parent changes.
(j) hasData[seq] is TRUE if DATA(seq, ∗) has been re-

ceived, otherwise FALSE.
2. Messages

(a) DATA(seq, ∗) is a data message with sequence number
seq.

(b) ACK(seq, x) is the acknowledgement message of
DATA(seq, ∗) to x from its children or some other nodes
(happens only when topology is inconsistent).
(c) REQUEST (seq, parent) is the request message of

DATA with sequence number seq to the parent.
(d) NODATA(seq) is a message to notify children that

messages with sequence number equal or larger than seq have
not been received.
3. Functions

(a) isActive(timer) is TRUE if the timer is active, other-
wise FALSE.
(b) send(msg, x): send msg to node x.
(c) broadcast(msg): broadcast msg.

Algorithm 1 Cascades Dissemination Protocol

Each node u runs the following event-driven procedure:
switch(event) {

1. message DATA(seq, C−x [seq]) received from node x:
/* add into Cu */
Cu[seq] = Cu[seq]

⋃
x;

/* Packet with sequence #seq has been ACKed by all children
*/
if (C−u [seq] == φ && isActive(DT [seq])){

stop timer DT [seq];
}
if (!hasData[seq]) {

buffer it and copy it to the up layer for process;
hasData[seq] = TRUE;
if(seq > highestSeq) highestSeq = seq;
if(seq == expectingSeq) {

while(hasData[expectingSeq]) expectingSeq ++;
if(expectingSeq < highestSeq && !isActive(RT ))

start repeat timer RT = rtwait;
}
/* Not receiving ACK from each child */
if(C−u [seq] 6= φ){

broadcast(DATA(seq, C−u [seq]));
start repeat timer DT [seq] = dtwait;
} else {

send(ACK(seq, parent), parent);
}
} else {

/* receive old message */
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if ( u ∈ C−x [seq]) {
/* my parent does not receive ack from me */

send(ACK(seq, parent), x);
}
}
break;

2. message ACK(seq, x) received from node y:
Cu[seq] = Cu[seq]

⋃
y;

if (C−u [seq] == φ && isActive(DT [seq])){
stop timer DT [seq];
}
/* The parent address in ACK message is not me, delete it
from Cu */
if(x 6= u ) Cu = Cu\y;
break;

3. timer DT [seq] fired:
if (C−u [seq] == φ){

stop timer DT [seq];
} else {

broadcast(DATA(seq, C−u [seq]));
}
break;

4. parent switched to node x:
parent = x;
if(!isActive(RT )) {

send(REQUEST (expectingSeq, parent), parent);
start repeat timer RT = rtwait;
}
break;

5. timer RT fired:
send(REQUEST (expectingSeq, parent), parent);
break;

6. message REQUEST (seq, x) received from node y:
if(x 6= u) break;
Cu = Cu

⋃
y;

if(hasData[seq]) {
broadcast(DATA(seq, C−u [seq]); }

else {
broadcast(NODATA(expectingSeq));
}
break;

7. message NODATA(seq) received from node x: if(x 6=
parent) break;
if(!isActive(RT)) break;
if(seq ≤ expectingSeq) {

stop timer RT;
} else {
expectingSeq = seq;
stop timer RT;
}
break;

}
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